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Early streamer Emission
Lightning Protection Systems:
A n Overview
Key Words: Air terminal, early streamer emission, Franklin rod, lightning protection, lightning rod
arly streamer emission (ESF,) lightning protection systenis are a relatively new approach to the perennial
problem of lightning damage, and thcsc systems inay
hold promise for a more effective protection against lightning. However, tlie scientific and technical basis for this improved performance is far from certain and tlie efficacy of
these technologies remains open to question. In this paper
we examine the physical hasis for ESE devices and identify
areas o f controversy and gaps in our linowlcdge o f lightning
and lightning protection tliat need to be considcrcd in assessing ESE devices and in their future development.
The ESE devices considered here are liglitning attractors,
and in that sense, their purpose is the same as that of conventional “lightning rods.” ESE devices, however, differ from
conventional lightning rods i n that they are equipped in
some fashion to increase thc efficiency of lightning attraction and thereby to cxtciid the effective range o f protection
over and above that of conventional lightning rods.
This article is hased on a compreliensivc hibliograpliy of
ESE lightning protection systems tliat was preparccl at the request of the National Fire Protection Research Fiiundatioii
[I];the reader is referred to that report for a critical analysis
of the published literature. Most 11f tlie papers on ESE t e r m i i a l s have been published within tlic last 30 years, atid bibliographies covering the years hcfore 3 980 12, 31 reveal very
little work directly concerned with ESE terminals.
Definitions
As an aid ti1 tlie reader, ccimmonly used terms are defined
below. It should be cautioned, Ihowever, that tliere is little
consensus 011 the meaning of these terms. For example, the
terms “streamer” and “leader” are often iised iiiterchangcably. There are also cases where different words are used to
denote the same phenomenon. For example, a “corona discharge” is sometimes called ii “point discharge” o r a “partial
discharge.” The following definitions arc used in this report:
Lightning rod-A vertical conducting rod used to attract
(or intercept) a lightning strike by prodncing a local ciiJanuaryiFebruary 2000 -Val, 16, No. 1
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ESE devices . . . differ from conventional
lightning rods in that they are equipped
in some fashion to increase the efficiency
o f lightning attraction and thereby
extend the effective range of protection
over and above that of conventional
lightning rods.
lianccmeiit of the electric field strength in air. It is sometimes
called a Franklin rod, conventional air terminal, or lightning
conductor.
Early streamer emission air terminal-An air terminal
equipped with a device that triggers the early initiation of
the upward connecting streamer-leader discharge, when
compared with a coiiveiitional air terminal under the same
conditions.
Primary cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning stroke-The initial discharge between a thundercloud and ground that is
generally associated with the propagation of a stepped
Icadcr. Four types of primary strokes arc distinguished: I)
downward propagating negative stroke from a cloud negativcly charged relative to ground (often referred to as iiorinal
lightning); 2) downward propagating positive strolc originating from that part of a thuiidercloiid positively charged
relative to ground; 3) upward propagating negative stroke;
and 4) upward propagating positive stroke. The primary CG
lightning stroke is also referred to as the initial stroke or as
simply a lightning flash.
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Stepped leader-lntciisc spark or plasma channel of finite but variable length in air corresponding to the observed individual steps in a lightning stroke. This is
considered to be a relatively higli-temperatore discharge
stage heated by the passage of an electrical current pulse of
high inagnitude [4-61.
Streamer-A narrow, lnighly directed, and self-propagating discharge i n air. A strcanicr dcvclops from an electron
avalaticlie when the local space charge becomes of sufficient
density to produce an electric-field strength coinparablc to
or grcatcr than the external field. It is believed to propagate
at a high velocity by the inechanisin ai photoionization in
high-field regions produced ahead of the discharge. This is a
relatively cold discharge phenomenon that can be the precursor to the forniation of a leader step [4-61.
Keturn stroke-This is a discharge that propagates upward from the ground (or lightning rod) in the cliannel
formed by the primary downward stroke. An individual
lightning event may cxhihit one or morc rcturn strokes [9,
IO]. The return stroke should not he confused with the
streamer-lcader initiated at a tcrtninal by tlie advancing primary lightning stroke.
striking distance-The distance covcred by the last leader
step of a downward propagating primary lightning stroke i n
making contact with a grouudcd ohjcct (lightning rod). This
is sometimes called the final jump a i d it is expected to follow the path of an upward propagating streamer if such a
streamer occnrs. 'This distance varies with type and intensity
o f the lightning stroke.
Corona discharge-A localized, cold discharge in air that
forins around ohjects such as sharp conducting points or
wires that produce an eiilianceinent in electric-field strength
sufficient to allow ionization growth. Corona is also helicvcd
to form around Icadcr channels. Corona is an important
of space charge at grouud level and is sometimes
called a point discharge, or partial discharge. Under soinc
conditions it is the prccnrsor to streamer forination [I I].
Zone ofprotection-The volume surrounding or adjacent
to a lightning protection system that is presumed to be substantially iinnnune to direct lightningstrilies. In the case of air
terminals, thiscould h e deiincdas thevolume in which an acceptably high percentage o i lightning strokes will attach to
the rod as opposed to other locations upon entering this volumc. A precise definition of the zone of protection and the
methods to be used for its deterinitiation arc suhjccts of dchate [12-141
Cone of protection-A conic volume around a vertical
lightning rod used to define a region of protcctioo. This is a
cone whose height equals the height of the rod and whose
base has a radius ccntcrctl at the rod and equal in length to
the height (if the rod. The cone-of-protection concept is
based on an electrostatic field [I5].
Rollingsphere method-A mcthud that enables identification of possible lightning attachment points by imaging a
sphere of radius equal to the assumed striking distance that is
rullcd over tlie exposed surface area surrounding a structure
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(lightning rod) [14]. Points contactcd by the sphere on the
surface identify possible lightning attachmetit locations. It
should be noted that, although the method identifies possih l e attachnient points, it does not give iniormation ahout the
probability of attachment to these points [I 61.
1,ightningattmction efficiency-A measure of the prohability that a lightning stroke will attach to an air terminal
i f it enters its zone of protection, e.g., a 90% cfficicncy iinplics that YO"h of all strokes that elites the zone will attach,
independent of parameters such as current and angle of
approach. There seems to he n o clcar consensus on this
deiinition; howcvcr, the above definition will be used in
this report.
Onset field-The electric-field strength above which ioiiization growth (clcctron-avalanclie formation) is possible in
air. This is approximately 2.6 MVhn in dry air at standard
temperature and pressure [17].
Time lag-The time hctwccn when the field strength first
exceeds the onset iield and when a discharge is initiated. A
distinction is usually made between the statistical time lag (t,)
corresponding to time of electsoti-avalanche initiation and
the formative time lag (T~)corrrsponding t n the time for
complete discharge (streamer or leader) formation. Usually
(zf) is much less than (zs) [ 171.
Space charge-Density of charged particles (ions) in air
tliat modifies the local electric field. The cxistcncc of
space charge can have a significant influcncc 011liglitning
propagation.
Thundercloud-A cluud cuntaining a charge density sufficiently high to allow iormation o i a lightning strokc.
Cloud-to-cloud (CC) lightning stroke-A lightning stroke
between thunderclouds that may or may not be related to a
cloud-to-ground stroke.
Iightning dissipater array-A system that supposedly rcpels or diverts lightning by fortnation of space charge such as
from corona discharge generated by an array of sharp metal
rods [20, 211.
Electron avalanche-An electron multiplication process
due to electron-impact ionization of gas molecules. This is
the initial stage i n the development of an electrical discharge
in air, e.g., a corona or streamer.

Discussion
Characteristics of Lightning
In the discussion that follows, we highlight some of the
properties o i lightning to which particnlar attention should
be paid in the evaluation of liglitiiitig-attractor-type protection systems. A cotnpletc trcatmcnt of the state-of-knowledge of lightning can he found in other publishcd reviews 13,
22-26].
Perhaps the most significant property of lightning that
should be kept i n mind is its complex, stochastic, and fractal
character. These properties make it impossible to predict
precisely how a lightning stroke will develop. Indeed, the behavior of lightning phenomena is best descrihrd in statistical
terms, e.g., by giving probability distributions for stepped
IEEE Electrical Insulation Magazine

leader lengths, striking distances, currents, number of return
strokes, angle of approach, etc. as are often found in the litcrature [27-361.It may be noted that evcii low-level corona
discharge phenomena can exhibit complex stochastic and
niulti-modal behavior that is not easily predicted or undcrstood 111, 37, 3x1.
Two types of cloud-to-ground lightning discharges arc
identified, namely, positive and negative, where tlie sign refers to tlie charge at the base of the cloud relative to thc
charge at ground level. Upward propagating dischargcu,
which apparently originate at groutid level, of both polarities are also observed. In most locations, ticgative downward
strokes are by far the prcdoininant form of lightning. However, recent surveys show that the proportion of positive
strokes can be greater than 25% in some locations, especially
in mountainous areas or high latitudes in the northern hemisphere where thunderstorms associated with frontal zoiics
predominate (28, 39, 401. The occurrence of positive lightning also varies significautly with season, generally being
most common in winter 132, 3 9 , 411.
In general, the statistical distributions of lightning characteristics vary with terrain, altitude, latitude, a d time of year
[42]. These variations need to be considered in evaluating or
designing a lightning protection system for a particular location. Evidence for significant variability in the behavior of
lightning is fouud not only from geographical survcys [40,
431, but also from nmnerous observations and recordings at
sites frcquetitly hit by lightning, such as the CN tower in Toronto, Canada [44], the Empire State Building in NcwYork
[28,31,34,4.5], Mount San Salvatore near Lugano, Switzerland [27,46], and otlicr locations [30,47,48]. Observations
at such locations reveal imiisnal and uiiexpectcd behavior of
lightning propagation [49]. Although it is known, for example, that lightning often propagatcs horizontally with respect to ground level within a cloud [SO], there are also
unexpected recordings of nearly horizontal propagation
over considerable distances at sub-cloud levels [46, 51-54].
The phenomenon of “hall lightning” [SS-SS1 inay correspond, in some instances, to a type of horizontally propagating lightning near ground level.
Lightning is gcnerally helievcd to propagate in the atinosphcrc hy a streamer-leader mcchauism [4, 5, 35, 59-66].
Leaders arc highly conductive, luminous plasma chamiels
that typically vary in length hetween 3 in and 200 in. The initial lightning stroke is composed of conuccted leaders or
leader steps. Tlie avcrage velocity of propagation of a
stepped leader gcnerally fits a lug-normal distribution and
typically lies within the range of 1.0x 10’ i d s to 2.7 x 3 O6
m/s [36, 671, and the electric charge deposited in the leadcr
channel is within tlie range of 3 “C tu 20 “C.
Because of the high concentration of charge in the channel, tlie electric-field strength produced by the leader can he
sufficient to allow elcctrical breakdown (ionization) of the
air at distances greater than 1 0 in from the tip of the leader.
Corona-type discharges develop in tlie intensc field region at
the end o f tlie leader from which fast streamers cniaiiate aod
JanuaryIFebruary 2000 -Val, 16, No. 1

prepare the path for the next leader step [4,61,64]. When a
leader approaches ground level, it caii, given a sufficiently
high charge concentration in tlie channel, cause the field
strength at groundcd conductors such as a lightning rod to
hccoiiie great enough for tlie initiation and developnicnt of a
discharge at the grounded site. If a discharge is initiated at
ground level, it is likely to propagate upward in the
high-ficld region produced by the leader channel [68]. This
is usually the proccss hy which the initial lightning stroke
completes its path to ground. Tlie existence of upward propagating discharges that connect with a downward propagating leader has bccn clearly established from observations in
tlie laboratory of discharges generated under impulse voltage conditions in long air gaps [@, 701 as well as from obscrvations of natural lightning 146, 68,711. It should be noted,
howcver, that upward coniiecting streamers are iiot always
observed during a liglmiing strike to ground [25, 711. Considering tlie probabilistic nature o f the streamer initiation
process, it is not surprising that thc upward streamer inay
not always occur, or may be too weak to observe. Moreover,
thc advancing leader caii initiate more than one upward
streatncr at different ground-level locations [25, 721, hut
only uue is likely to connect.
The probability that an upward streamer will be initiated
at agroundsite increases with thelocalelectric-fieldstrength
produced by tlie leader. The instantaneous field produced by
the lcader in turn increases with the instantaneous charge
and therefore tlic current in the leader channel at any given
time. It can thus be expected, as observed, that for a fixed
striking distance from a groundcd object, tlie probability
that ai1 upward strcamer will be launched should increase
with increasing current in the final leader step of the lightning stroke 1681. Also, the mean striking distance to a
grounded object should increase with increasing stroke current [22, 731.
A typical lightning stroke exhibits a complex branching
structure [3,45,48]. This branching comes about in part hecause of the possihility that, at the end of a stepped leader
channel, more than otic path inay be prepared by different
streamers [63]. If this happens, tlie subsequent leader step
caii divide and propagate simultaneously i n two or more different directions. Only one of tlie leader channel branches is
likely to connect to ground. Cases have been recorded, however, where two or more stepped leader branches simultaneously propagate to ground. In such cases, questions arise
about the inutual interaction between branches and the niinimum likely branch separation. The theory of lightning is nut
sufficiently advanced at the present time to account for
branching behavior and the general fractal dimensions of
lightning. The space-charge distribution in the atmosphere
below the cloud is also likely to influence the branching characteristic [131.It is only relatively recently that fractal models of electrical-discharge phenomena have been introduced
that deal with the branching characteristics [30, 741.
There is still much that we do not understand about the
hehavior of lightning, and the physics of lightning remains a
7

topic of intensive scientific investigation at research laboratories arouud the world [75-781. Little is known, for example, ahout the mccliaiiisms hy which a liglitning discharge is
initiated within a thundercloud [79, 801. The average electric-field strength in a cloud generally lies far below the
breakdown strength of air. The initiation of lightning is possibly associated with local cnlianccnicnts in the charge density within tlie cloud. In any case, there is reason to helieve
from observations of liglitning propagation within clouds
154, 8 1 J that a cloud from which liglitniiig originates cannot
be treated as a uniformly charged equipotential region.
Moreover, it has been argued that objects at ground lcvcl
cannot influcncc the triggering of lightning in a cloud [82,
831. l‘his is a reasonable expectation because tlie region of a
cloud from which liglituiiig originates is likely to he at an altitude of 3 kin to 4 kin above ground level, which is one to
two orders of magnitude higher than most grounded objects.
Thus, any claims made about the ability of a gromid-based
lightning protection system to trigger or attract lightnitig
strikes from a cloud should he viewed with skepticism. An
exception, of course, is the use of grouud-lauiiclied ohjects
such as aircraft or rockets that are known to trigger lightning
[84, 851.
Aiiothcr area of active lightning research that deserves
special attention is that concerned with tlie influence of local
space charge on the path of a lightning stroke. It has already
been shown from laboratory simulations [54, 86, 871 that
discharge propagation can he affected significantly by the
presence of spacc charge associatcd with iuns or charged
particles. Space-charge effects are expected to he significant
within a tliimdercloud, hut may also he important at ground
level where ions can he produced by corona or point discharges that occur i n advance of a liglitniiig strike 123, 82,
88-91]. The presence of space charge could influence the
performance of a lightning protection system and may explain tlie occurrence of horizontal or other unusual forms of
lightning 11.31. Kcscarch is nccdcd o n factors that influence
the electric-field distribution at ground level under a thundercloud 1x1, 92-95],

ESE Air Terminals
An early strcaincr cmission air teriiiiiial differs from a
convcntional air teriiiiiial or liglituiiig rod in that it is
equipped with a device that supposedly eiihanccs the probability of initiating an upward propagating discharge
(streamer) to connect with tlie downward propagating
leader of a lightning stroke [96J. I’rcsumably, this enhancement applies for both polarities of iiatural lightning, although discussion of the polarity dependence of ESE systems
is noticcahly ahscnt from the literature. An ESE termiiial can
often h e distinguished from an ordinary lightning rod by the
presence of a small object iiear the top of the rod that serves
as a discharge trigger [Y 71. Tlie geometrical configuration of
the rod tip for ESE rods can also be more complex than that
of a conventional rod [97].
8

There arc diffcrcnt types or designs for ESE termiiials. A
coininon feature in their operation is tlic use of a discharge

triggering device tu incrcasc the probability for initiating a
streamer discharge at or near the rod tip upon the approach
of a descending leader. Contrary to some misconceptions,
ESE terminals d o iiot significantly incrcasc the conductivity
of air at a distance greater than 10 cm beyond the tip of the
rod [98, 991. Possible exceptions are systems that utilize intense laser beams to “guide” a leader discharge. However,
such clcviccs arc considered to be experimental and are not
presently used for practical lightning protection. Tlie main
attracting effect of an ESE terminal is undoubtedly due to the
metal coilductor itself that introduces a significant enhancement vf tlie electric-field streiigth which, in turn, increases
tlie rate of ionization in the air around the rod above that at
other nearby locations. In s o doing, it in
ity of discharge initiation and perhaps also tlie speed with
wliicli the discharge can propagate compared to surrounding areas that arc at a lower field. A tall lightning conductor
can therefore compete more favorably in attracting a lightning discharge than conductors in the same vicinity of
smaller height [IOO, 1011. Like conventional tcrniinals, tlie
attraction efficiency of an ESE terminal should increase with
its height abvvc the ground up to a limit determined by the
inaxitnuin striking distance.
Three general types of ESE devices have been identified,
namely: 1)rods to which a radioactive source is attached,
also referred to as ionizing o r radioactive air terminals
1102- 104); 2) rods equipped with an electrical triggering device [97, 10.51; atid .?I) systems that use laser beams
[I 06-1 091. Of these otily the first twv types are currently in
use. The third type is still under development and its effectiveness, although promising, has iiot yet heen demonstrated
outside of the laboratory.
Tlic most widely used, and perhaps most controversial ESE
device is that equipped with a radioactive sviirce positioned
near tlie top v i tlie terminal 1102, 110, 1 I I]. The radioactive
materials employed are weak alpha particle emitters with relatively long lifetimes such as L4‘Am (half-life of 433 years),
which is also used in some smoke detectors. Other types of radioactive materials have also h c c i i used, including 210~’o,
226Ra,”I<r, and 6oCo11121. The products from radioactive
decay of these materials ionize the air in the immediate vicinity of tlie terminal, typically within a radius of 1 ciii to 3 cni.
The ion-pair production rate can be as high as 1O1’/s. It has
been argued that, outside of a small region near the terminal,
the i m p a i r forniation rate in the atmosphere from the radioactive sourcc will fall sigiiificautly below the rate from natural
hackgroutid radiation [99]. Evidence that radioactive air terminals are superior to conventional Franliliii rods has heen reported based on interpretation of results from outdoor tests
usingirnpulse hreakdowii of rod-planc gaps L113-117]. However, many questions have been raised in the literature both
about the effectiveness of radioactive air termiiials 1.12, 16,
90, 98, 99, 118-1291 a d about the potential hazards they
pose due to pussihle human exposure to harinful radiation
IEEE Electrical Insulation Magazine

11 12, 129-1351, Indccd their use is proliihited in some COLIIItries [lOS].
In recent years, ESE teriiiiiials that use electrical triggering devices have been introduced. In principle, their purpose
is tlie same as a radioactive source, aiid there is uo reason to
believe that electrically triggered systems could not be at
least as effective as a radioactive air tcrminal. They offer tlie
potential advantage of more control over ion production at
the tip of the terminal and thus would appear to be more effective i n avoiding unwanted colitinnous ciirona discliargc
formation in advance of a lightning strike. They also avoid
tlie healtli and cnvironmcntal issues that arc associated with
radioactive devices. Nevertheless, very little information
could he fonnd about electrically triggered ESE systems in
tlie archival literature. Most (if the discussiiin ahout these dcvices is confined to patent documents ['I 051 aiid to relatively
recent conference papers [97,136-1401. The availablc information is usually both of a preliminary nature and lacking in
technical details. Consequently it is iinpossiblc at this time to
malie a complete, independent assessnient of tlie performance of ESE terminals that employ electrical triggering.
From tlie limited infiirtnation published about such devices, it appears that they empliiy a detector that s c u m the
approach of a downward propagating leader by producing
an electrical signal proportional either to the electric field or
the rate-of-change of tlie electric field produced by the approacliiiig leader [Y7, 10.51. Wlicn the output signal of the
detector reaches a certain level, it triggers n circuit that then
applies a fast, high-voltage pulse or pulses either directly to
the rod o r to a spark gap electrode arrangement positioned
at the top of the rtid. The application of the electrical pulses
enlintices tlie field enough to create a local discharge or ionization at the most opportune time to initiate :in upward
propagating streamer. Thus, unlilie a rod equipped with a radioactive sonrce that causes continuous ionization in the snrrounding air, the electrically triggered ESE device produccs
ionization only during a brief pcriod prior to the lightning
strike. Information about the duration and extent of this ioiiizatioii conld not be found.
There arc other types of recently devckiped ESE terminals that utilize tlie piezoelectric effect for electrical triggering. Although this type of terminal is now available
commercially, only scant incntion of it is made in tlie archival literature [105, 1411. From an examination of the literature, we decided that tlicrc is insufficient published
information about the operating principles and performancc
of the piezoelectric devices to enahlc an independent appraisal of their performancc. It is presumed that tlie function
of a picziielectric trigger is the same as other ESE dcvices,
namely, to enhance ionization and thereby increase tlie
probability (reduce the time lag) for initiation of an upward
propagating streamer.
As mentioned above, lightning protcction systems that
utilize laser beams to trigger and/or guide a lightning discharge, o r to assist in launching an upward streamer arc colisidcrcd to he experimental. At tlie present time, there are no
JanuaryiFebruary2000 -Vol.
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known commercial systems tliat employ lasers. Laboratory
stndies have shown, however, that laser heains can he effective in initiating and controlling tlic path of an electrical discharge in long air gaps 1108, 142-158].
The comparative advantages and disadvantages of tlie
different types of ESE devices i n t e r n i s of their cost, size, reliability, etc. have not been examined in this investigation.
The fact that therc arc competitive ESE devices available
with differing configurations aiid operating principles
should be of concern in proposing uew standards for liglitning protcctioii systems. It is douhtfol that tlie efficiency
aiid reliability of performaiicc is tlie same for all types of
ESE terminals.
In the following three sectious tlic physical bases for liSE
devices arc examined and issues rclatcd to tlie validation or
verification of ESE device pcrforoiaiice are discussed.

Physical Eases f o r ESE Air Terminals
A complete assessnieiit of ESE air-terminal pcrformancc
rcqnires an understanding of the basic physical mcclianisuiis
responsible f o i - their operation. It is not clear from an examination of the relevant literature that tlici-e is a complete aiid
universally agreed upon understanding of liow or why tliese
devices work. In the case of ESE terminals that use radioactivc S O U I - ~ C S ,argunients arc made in tlie literature that they
simply do not work, or arc at best relatively ineffcctive [16,
I 18, 120, 222, 124-'129]. These negative opioious arc USIIally based on a lack of cvidcncc that could be found in tlic literature about tlie performance of radioactive terminals, and
arc seldom hased on results of independent tests. Reliable
qiiantitative data ahout the rclativc perfoi-rnancc of ESE vel-sus coiiveiitioiial dcviccs under relevant conditions arc definitely lacking. However, die lackof data does not necessarily
prove that ESE devices do not work. 'The questions that
should be asked are, how d o they work and how much hetter
do they work, or could they work than couventional terniitials, i.e., what is the gain, if anything, in lightning attraction
efficiency? Indisputablc results were not found to auswcithese questions.
Taking into consideration what is presently known from
lahoratory studies of relevant electrical-discharge phcnoiiicna, reasonable speculation is possible about the iinpiirtant
processes that can account fur ESE device operation. Uiifortunatcly one must resort tii speculation or extrapolations
from lahoratory scalc cxpcriments because tliere is a dearth
of detailed informatior from iibservations made during
lightning strikes in tlic natural environmcnt.
The one characteristic that appears conmion to all types
o f ESE devices is that they enhance ionization of the air i n tlie
immediate vicinity of tlic terminal tip prior to an approacliing lightning stroke. This additional ionizatiou presumably
enhances the probability that a n upward propagating
streamer will he lauuched froiii tlie teriniiial tip. Alcgitimatc
qnestion that could then be asked is, liow does this additional ionization act to enhance streamer formation?
9

The aiiswer to this question is not obvious but would appear to he found from a consideration of the time lug to clcctrical breakdown. This topic has been the subject of
numerous laboratory investigations [19]. In order for an
electrical discharge (streamer) to he initiated after a rapidly
rising voltage has been applied-for
example, to a
point-sphere or sphere-sphere electrode gap in air-so that
the electric-field strength exceeds the breakdown streugtli of
air, there must be at least one fsee electrou available to initiate the electron avalanche process, which is tlie precursor to
streamer formation [4,7, 19,159,1601. In tlie case ofapositivc point electrode, which approximates tlie conditions of a
normal negative liglitning stroke, the initial electron rclcasc
mechanism is thought primarily to be collisional electron detachment from negative ions 119, 1611. The rate of
collisional detachment depeiitls hotli on the anion species
and on the strength of the electric field in which it moves.
In the case of air, the types of negative ions that can be
formed depend significantly on water-vapor content (liumidity), which appears to account for tlie observed large difference in laboratory measured time lags for dry arid humid
air under positive impulse conditions 1162-1661. From laboratory experiments on positive impulse breakdown in air, it
is usually found that measured time lags exhibit a pronounced decrease with increasing humidity, i.e., the discharge initiation probability is enhanced hy the presence of
water vapor [19, 1671. Negative ions in the atmosphere are
formed by attaclunent of low-energy electrons to electro-negative gas molecules such as 0, and H,O. Initially
formed negative ions such as O ~O, ~and
, OH^, can undergo
transformations into other types of negative ions such as 0,
and OH~.H,Othrough a complex sequence of ion-molecule
reactions 1111.
The presence of negative ions in an electrode gap prior to
the application of an impulse voltage (simulating an approaching leader) does not guarantee that a discharge will be
initiated. For example, if the rate of voltage rise is too slow,
the ions inay simply be swept out of the gap before undergoing detachment. Moreover, the field strength at which a negative ion can detach an electron may, depending 011 tlie type
of ion, lie above or below the breakdown field stscngth of air
and this will determine its effectiveness in iuitiating a discharge. If tlie ESE device helps ensure the presence of negative ions uear tlie terminal during tlie approach of a lightning
stroke, then it could he effective in reducing the time lag for
streamer initiation. However, its effectiveiiess must he ineasured against naturally occurring time lags and might depend significantly on such conditions as relative humidity
and total charge (strength) of the oncoming Icadcr in the
lightning stroke.
In the case of a negative poiut electrode, as occurs for positive lightning, the mechanism for discharge initiation can bc
quite different. Near a negative point, detaclimcnt of negative ions may still play a role; however, these ions will be
forced to move into tlie lowes field region away from the
electrode tip where electron detachment by collision with air

nioleculcs becomes less probable. For negative points, electrons can also be released by collision of positive ions with
the electrode surface. Tlie effectiveness of preleader ionization in enhancing streamer initiation at the tip of an air teriiiiual can lie expected, therefore, to depend on polarity. The
extent to which the probability of streamer initiation depends un polarity for a given ESE or conventional terminal is
generally not known, or at least there is no evidence in the
archival literature that the effect of polarity has been investigated thoroughly.
The presence of ionization at tlie terminal tip in advance
of a lightning stroke can also act to undermine tlie effectiveness of an ESE device if this ionization can occur under high
enough field strength to allow formation of a corona discharge 142, 'I 13,160,168,1691. Oiiceacoronaforiiisitproduces orders of magnitude more ions than can be generated,
for example. from alpha particle emission from a radioactive
source. Tlie presence of ion space charge can significantly rcduce the electric-field strength near the top of ai1 air tcriniual
and inay thereby act to inhibit streamer initiation 1.37, 1701.
The possibility of corona formation depends on factors such
as the geometry of the tcrminal[171]. It lias also been shown
conclusively by experiments performed in the atmosphere
that the intensity of a corom discharge aiid tlie density of
space charge associated with it depends significantly on local
wind velocity 194,1721.
Laboratory experiments performed to determine tlie influence of radiation 011 the initiation of air discharges in large
sphere-plane gaps have shown that the presence of radiation
ascs the likelihood of discharge formation for impulse
voltages with steep wavefroiits, but decreases the likelihood
for breakdown at longer wavefronts (1ps compared to 180
ps) [173]. For steep wavefronts the breakdown voltage is
therefore effectively lower than it is for longer wavefroiits.
This experiment seems to show that the presence of radiation enhances discharge initiation provided there is insufficieut time for corona space-charge formation. However, the
effect of the radiation was, in either case, relatively small and
and role of corona genesated space charge were
not quantified or even clearly identified. One of the conclusions given in this work is that the major effect of tlie radiation and corresponding ionization of tlie air is to eliminate
very long time lags to spark-over. It should be kept in mind
that time lag is a statistical variable, aiid for a given wcll-dcfined set of discharge gap conditions there will exist a distrihution in time lags that can be dctcrmined experimentally
[19, 1611.
It should also he noted that corona discharge formation
is involied to account for tlie effectiveness of supposed
lightning dissipaters [20, 12, 121, 1631. In this case, coroua
discharges presumably form at a multitude of sharp conductors positioned around the area to be protected and
thereby produce enough space charge to reduce the electric
field and deflect tlie path of oncoming liglitiiing. The forination of corona can depend siguificantly on tlie water vapor content of tlie air arouud the terminal [164, 1741. Tlie
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issue o f corona formation is also central to the debate about
the most desirable shape for the end of a conventiunal lightning rod [21,83, 3 75-1 781. Blunt rods are reported to pcrform hctter than sharp rods i n attracting lightning,
supposedly hecause corona forms less readily around hlunt
rods than around sharp rods 11781. The issue of corona forniatioii is also relevant to the operation o f ESE devices and
is presumably a factor that is considered in the design of
ESE terminals. Details of liow ESE devices are designed to
avoid corona formatior prior to a lightning strike are not
discussed iu the archival literature.
111additiou to iou formation that occurs during discharge
activity near the tip of a lightuing rod, clcctroti and inn collisions with atmospheric molecules can form relatively
long-lived metastable excited neutral species such as the
a ‘ A g electronic state of tlic oxygen rnolccule or the A’Z;,
electronic state of tlie nitrogen molecule. Additionally,
vibrationally excited metastable molecular species are produced in a gas discharge. The presence of these nietastablc
species can have a significant influence oii strcamcl--discharge propagation because they are more readily ionized
thau air niolecules ill the ground state and hecause they can
supply energy to electrons hy super-elastic collisions, the
overall effect of which is to providc a path of lowcr resistance to an oncoming discharge [17Y-1 SI]. The qucnching
of metastable species through collisions with other molecules or with surfaces can also he a source c i f discharge initiating electrons, i.e., their presence under some conditions
might he effective in enhancing the probability of discharge
inception 1381.
Uiililie ions, ncutral metastable spccies do not contribute
to modification of the local electric-field strength and their
motion is also not sigiiificaiitly influenced hy tlie prcseuce of
a field. l‘hey tend to diffuse away f r i m thcir point of origin,
and their effectiveness in modifying a discharge path and
their range of influence dcpcnds ou their excitation energy
and density distribution at any given time. The density of
metastable species depends, in turn, on the relative rates of
formation, quenching, and diffusion of these species. Although the influence of metastable species on discharge developinent has bccn estahlislied from laboratory iuvestigations [180], considerahly less is liiiowii ahinit the dynamics
and interactions of these species in a discharge compared to
what is linown about ious. In particular, very little is ktmwn
about how they contribute to lightning discharge initiation
or propagation under relevant atmospheric conditions. As
with negative ions, tlie metastable content of the air around a
lightning teriniiial will be affected hy relative humidity and
general air contamination. ‘I‘lieinfluence of metastable species should not extend significantly heyond the elid of a
lightning rod. Their role, if anything, will be to enhance initial development of a streamer at the rod tip.
In summary, it would appear that enhancement c i f upward streamer initiation from an F,SE terminal (compared to
a conventional tcrminal) has a plausible physical basis. However, it would also appear that a conipletc and universally acJanuaryiFebruary 2000 -Vol.
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cepted undcrstaudiiig of how a11 FSF, dcviccs work has iiut
yet heeii achieved, and it can he argued that a better uuderstanding is nccdcd to make ineaningful quantitative conipari s o t i s hctwccn tlie performances o f ESE and conventional
devices. To reach such au understanding it will undouhtedly
be necessary to address ntiineroti~basic questions such a s :
1 , What are the prcdominant streamer initiation mechanisms under different conditions of polarity, atmospheric
liumidity, air contamination, atid terminal geometry?
2. What are the relative roles c i f ious, electrons, and
inetastahle species o r tlic development and propagation of a
streamer discharge from a terminal for different conditions?
3 . What is the likelihood of corona formation around a
terminal aiid how will thc presence of corona affect the ability of the terminal to launch a streamer upon approach of a
lightning stroke?
4. In the case of radioactive terminals, what is tlie dcpendeticc of the streamer initiation probability on the intensity
and type of radiation source!
5 . In the case of electrically triggered devices, how docs
the streamer initiation probability depend on the timing and
inagnitude of tlie electrically triggered spark?
6. Also for electrically triggered devices, liow reliable is
the field sensor that controls die triggering, and ani its performance bc affected by local spacc charge?
Attempts to find answers to questions like these arc the focus
of much ongoing cxperiinental and theoretical research, not
only on lightning, hut also on electrical discharge plicnomciia in general.
Validation of ESE System Performance
Three general methods have hecn used to evaluate and
test the performance of lightning protection systems,
namely: 1) small-scale laboratory or outdoor tests in which
liglitning, or the effects of lightning, are siiiinlated by applying high-voltage impulses to widely separated electrodes; 2)
theoretical simulations of lightning strokes that predict
propagatiou behavior and striking distance; aiid 3 ) outdoor
tests involving observations of artificially triggered or uatilrally occurring cloud-to-ground lightning strikcs. 111this scction we briefly examine tlic advantages, disadvantages and
issues that havc heen raised coiiccrning the use and validity
of these mcthods.
LABORATORY AND SMALL-SCALE TESTS

Considerable insight has bccn gained ahout the physical
nature of lightning from laboratory-scale studies of electrical
breakdown and spark forillation in “long” air gaps, with typical gap spaciiig of 2 111 to 1.5 in [69, .136, 166, 173,
182-188]. Iring air gaps have also bccn used to test the performance of lightning rods, including ESE devices, both iu
enclosed lahoratory space and in the open outdoor environment [72,113-1 17, 137-139, 18YJ. An ohvious criticism of
such tests is that even a 1.5-in gap is at least twn orders of
magnitude snialler than tlic height of a cloud above grouud
from which a typical lightning stroke originates. Such a large
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extrapolation has been considered by some to be uiiacceptable and essentially renders laboratory-scale tests useless in
evaluating the performance of a lightning rod 1190, 1911.
It can hc argued, liowcver, that for tlie purposes of testing
and research 011 lightning rod performance, it is probably
not necessary to simulate an entire cloud-to-ground liglitning stroke in the laboratory. It is only required that a realistic simulation he made of the filial leader step in the stroke
that approaches a lightning rod 1189, 1911. This reduces the
scale and simplifies the problciii enormously, hut still leaves
a task that taxes the limitations of present day laboratory facilities. For example, to simulate tlie entire range of striking
distances likely to occur in the natural environment, it would
be necessary to perform tests using electrode gaps in excess
of 100 ni. The gaps presently available in tlie largest lahoratories are smaller thaii this by roughly a11 order of magnitude. Although some gaiii in gap spacing can be achieved by
going to the outdoor etivirotinicnt [l 8x1, one still eiicouiiters the limitations on voltage imposed by existing impulse
generators. Even in the largest laboratories in which ESE devices have beeu tested there is no provision to simulate all of
the conditions undcr which lightning occurs in the natural
environment. It will be recalled that natural lightning exhibits significant statistical variability i n such parameters as current, mean striking distance, and angle of approach with
respect to any vertical lightning conductor. It also usually occurs undcr conditions where significant space charge may be
present due to local point discharges and where humidity
aiid surface moisture levels are relatively high. Moreover,
high winds also tend to be associated with the occurrence of
lightning. It must he recognized that such parameters as liuinidity, space charge, and wind are not independent. For example, the rate of space charge development is expected to
depend on humidity and tlie wind will he effective in redistributing tlie space charge once it is formed [94]. Although
tlie influence of factors such as space charge [I921 and humidity [166] have heen iuvestigated iu tlie laboratory tests, it
is not clear that the myriad conditions that can exist in the
ilatural atmosphere during a thunderstorm can lie adequately simulated in present laboratory facilities. The extent
to which it may he necessary to simulate all conditions is certainly a snhject for debate.
Another concerti about tlie validity of small-scale simulations is the degree to which tlie discharge produced is like
lightning. There is evidence, for example, that the cm-rent
aiid propagation velocities of Iahoratory-generated leaders
differ considerably from those associated with natural lightning. It would appear that more investigations into comparisons between the properties of simulated aiid natural
discharges may he required before more reliance is placed on
laboratory scale testing to evaluate tlie performance of air
terminals. The adjustment of laboratory parameters to produce long sparks that match the characteristics of natural
lighttiiiig assumes a complete kni~wlcdgcabout the characteristics of natural lightning. Tlie extent to which our ktiowledge of lightning is sufficiently complete is still open to
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debate. The similarities and differences between iiatural
lightning and long sparks produced in the laboratory have
been extensively discussed (66, 113, 176, 190, 191,
193-2061.
Despite the present limitations, laboratory tests coupled
with fast electrical and optical diagnostics probably offer the
hest iiieaiis for learning about the physical inechanisms, operation, aiid performance of lightning protection devices in a
reasonable time frame. Laboratory tests are especially useful
for investigating factors that influence streamer initiation
from an air terminal, and thcre seems to he much that cm he
learned about the initial discharge growth process for both
conveiitioiial and ESE terminals. Many laboratories have
been set up to simulate differelit aspects of liglitniiig 192,
207-2171, and even though most of them are not designed
specifically for testiiig lightning protection devices, some of
tlie advanced diagnostic methods developed in these lahoratories might find application in air terminal testing.
Because of tlie large statistical variahility in lightning bchavior, it is unliliely that a single test coufiguratioii can be
used to completely characterize the performaiicc of all lightning protection devices. In the future, it will probably be
necessary to consider a set of laboratory test configurations
that represent die range of lightning behavior likely to be eticountcrcd in the environment. At present it would seem that
we are a long way from having a standard laboratory test
procedure for lightning protection systems. Tlie influences
of such parameters as moisture, space charge, and wind are
still topics for research.
It is recommended that caution he exercised in drawing
significant quantitative co~iclusioiisabout tlie comparative
performauces of different lightning protection systems in
the natural environment from small-scale tests. There would
especially lie reason to doubt results from siinultaneous tests
of two or more devices that arc placed in close enough proximity to be within each others supposed range of protection.
Under such conditions, the presence of one device can significantly modify the electric field configuration of another device (atid vice-versa) and thereby affect its performance.
SIMULATIONS USING THEORETICAL MODELS

With the advent of high-speed computing, it has become
feasible to consider the use o f theoretical simulations of
lightning as a tool in evaluating tlie performaiicc of a liglitning protection system. In tlie past 20 years, considerable
progress has hccn made iii understanding tlie inechaiiisnis of
electrical discharge initiation [17, 67, 169, 170, 218-2221
atid in tlic modeling of corona streamer-leader discharge
propagatioiiitibotlisinall and long air gaps [3,59,223-23.31.
Nevertheless, the theory of lightning is still in the developmental stage and new results continue to appear in the literature. At present, a “statidard” model for the lightning
discharge does not exist. The existing iiiodels employ many
simplifications and approximations that cannot be exainiiied or critiqued in this report. It suffices to say that they arc
generally designed to accoimt hest for laboratory-scale obIEEE Electrical Insulation Magazine

scrvationsof long-gapspark dcvclopnieiitiii airaiid havenot
reached the level of sophistication required to account for
the broad range of complex statistical and fractal behavior
characteristic of natural lightning. The stochastic behavior
of relatively simple phenomena such as electron-avalaiiclic
development and corolla has only recently been dealt with i n
thcorctical models [11, 38,2221.
In as much as the effcctivcness of ESF, devices is attributable to their ability to enhance initiation of an upward
streamer i n the field of an advancing leader, models used to
estimate their performance compared with conventional terminals must deal with the statistics of discharge initiation,
i.e., they must he capable of predicting time lags applicable
to enviroiiniental conditions of the terminal. Unfortunately,
the prohlein of statistical time lags is very complex and is
generally avoided i n existing computer incidels of discharges. The complexity of the problem is clue in part to a
lack of lmowledge ahout microscopic processes of electron
release and the statistical behavior of electron-avalanche
growth in nonuniform electric fields, particularly under the
multitude of conditions that could be encoinitered at the tip
of a lightning terminal.
One area whcrc theory shows promise for evaluation of
lightning terminals is in the prediction of striking distances
173, 3 86, 193, 234-2461, Assuming that the electric-charge
distribution within the approaching leader step is known, cstimates can be made from electrostatic-field calculations of
the instantaneous field at a nearby conductor, e.g., a vertical
conducting rod. Assuming a relatively simple charge distrihution in the leader channel, e.g., a linearly nnifurni cylindrical distribution, it is uften possible to express the field at
the teriiiiiiill due to tlie leader in closed form 12401. Calcnlations of this type which talc into consideration the wide
range of possihle leader conditions (defined by such parameters as charge, length, and position) could he useful in estimating the maximum ranges of protection 1681. In essence,
such calculations, when coupled to the streamer inception
criterion 18, 111, 137, 159,223, 225,247,2481, determitic
the locations where ai1 advancing leader produces an electric-field strength at the terminal tip sufficient to allow
streamer development. It must be understood, however, that
sucli calculations supply geometrical information tliat is applicable to all terminals uf the same general geometrical configuration independent of whether or not they are equipped
with an ESE device. I n this respect, they d o not yield specific
information ahout performance of the ESE device itself uiiless the device operates in soch a manner that an impulse
voltagc is applied to increase the potential of the tcrniinal
conductor tip relative tu ground during the approach of a
lightning stroke. Such ii voltage would create a field that
adds to thc leader field thereby increasing the presumed
maximom range of protection. (It is not clcar that any elecd ESE devices actually do this, and if they do,
no information could he found in the literature to indicate
that calculations of the type mentioned above have ever b e e n
performed.)
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Criticisms that cm be raised ahout present striking distancc calculations rclatc to their semi-empirical nature and
the fact they asstiiiie leader charge distributions that may he
unrcalistic os have not heeii confirmed by observations of actual lightning discharges. Moreover, these calculations have
not dealt with effects of atmospheric space charge near
ground level.
Validatim of lightning models by comparison of calculated results with observations made clnriiig natural lightning strikes presents a major challenge to theorists. A
complete model should account for all observed properties
of lightning such as measured current, optical and radio-frequcncy emission spectra, propagation velocity, etc. The
challenge is made especially difficult by thc broad statistical
variahility in lightning behavior and tlie paucity of complete
scts of ohservations on single lightning strokes. Nevertheless, it would appear that tlie method of predicting striking
distances hy simulating tlic effect of an approaching leader
shows great promise and it should he pursued and improved
npon. It possibly offers the hest approach tu answering sonic
of the difficult and controversial questions associated with
realistic determinations of protection zones that will be discussed later in this report.
TESTS USING NATURAL OR ARTIFICIALLY
TRIGGERED LIGHTNING

Perhaps the easiest and least controversial method of testing lightning protection systems is to observe their pcrforniancc i n the natural environment during actual
thunderstorms. However, this approach is ncither as easy
nor as lacking in controversy a s it may first seem. First of all,
with the exception of unusually high towers such as the F,npire State Building, lightning strikes tu any given location in
relatively flat terrain whcrc a lightning rod is positioned are
likely to be extremely infrequent 12491. Even in pla
experience a high rate of lightning strikes such as in some
parts of central Florida, the ninnher of recorded
cloud-to-ground strokes within a square kilometer is likely
to be less than five per month on average (40, 2.501 during
the pcak of the thunderstorm season. Clearly, if natural
lightning strikes a terminal only one or twn times per year, it
talcs a n extremely long time to acquire enough data on its
performance to be statistically meaningful.
Recent attempts to test air terminals positioned at high elevations on iiwutitaiii tops in New Mexico whcrc there is a
known high frequency of lightning have shown that lightning seldom hits a terminal regardless of whether or not it is
equipped with an ESE dcvice [ 126, 177, 2.511. Although a
few isolated strikes to the mountain were reported to have
occurred within the supposed zones of protection of ESE terininals 1126, 177J, it would appear that the overwhelniing
majority of strikes to the mountain were at considcrahle distance from any terminal. In any case, the failure of air terniinals to attract lightning on niountain tups at elevations of
3000 in (9843 feet) or more is obviously disturbing and
raises questions about the interpretation of such observa-
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tions. Before any serious conclusions arc drawn ahout the
performance of lightning attractors from tests performed
o n inountain tops, it may bc necessary to consider the perturbing effect of the mountain itself on such parameters as
the surface charge distrihution and electric-field profile under a tliundercloud, as well as tlic extent that lightning
strokes at such high elevations differ from those that normally occur in lower, flatter locations. It would appear tliat
the aiiswcrs to some of these questions might already be
found in the literature.
It is noted in sonic papers that lightning that occurs at
high elevations generally differs on average from that wliicli
occurs at sea level, if in no other respect than that it lias less
distance to cover in going from the cloud to the ground L271.
At an elevation of 3000 m, tlie ground can he quite close to
or even engulfed hy tlic base of a storm cloud. Certainly tlic
results from high mountain tests cannot be dismissed, aiid
such tests should continuc, a s should similar tests underway
at other locations 11 761. The problem is how to iiiterpret the
results of these tests and infer what they might imply about
air terminal perforinatice at lower elevations, and what they
indicate about the influence of nionntaiiious or rocky terrain
on the effective zone of protection of a n air terminal.
The inifavorablc statistical odds associated with natural
lightning can be partially overcome hy using artificially triggered lightning. Tests have shown that lightning can be triggered with reasonably high probability by a rockct Iaunclied
into a thundercloud 185, 2.52-2.541. A long trailing wire is
usually attached to the rocket, which provides a low rcsistatice path to guide tlie initial discharge and define its direction of propagation [U, 255, 2561. Transportahle facilities
have been dcvclopcd for rocket triggering of lightning that
can he used for testing at nearly any location [257]. Although
tests of air temiinals are bcirig rnadc using trigerred lielitning, there arc questions that can he raised about the meaiiing of such tests. There is evidence that triggered lightning is
unlike natural lightning both in its intensity and propagation
characteristics. In particular, it has heen noted that triggered
lightning is of Iuwcr current than natural lightning and exhibits characteristics inore like those of return strokes ohserved i n natural lightning [25R, 2.591. It lias also hccn
argued that triggered lightning does not satisfactorily mimic
tlie primary stroke and is thcrcfore unsuited for investigation of the nttachmcnt t o 3 grounded lightning conductors,
i.e., its use i n evaluating air teriiiinals would appcar to be
questionable [258]. The extent to which rocket-triggered
lightning behaves like natural lightning seems to depciid oii
the length of the trailing wire and the distance of the hottum
ctid of the wire ahove ground when the discharge occurs.
Notwithstanding valid criticisnis, essentially no quantitative
information could he fouiid in the literature about results
from tests performed on air terminals using artificially triggered lightning I26Ol.
Even thoogh testing of air terminals using natural lightning lias obvious limitations, we would rccoiiimcnd
long-term or continuous monitoring of lightning around air
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terminals during thurtdcrstorru activity. Data from such
monitoring could provc valnablc i n identifying conditions
under which lightning protection devices arc likely to fail.
Admittedly it is difficult to draw meaningful conclusions
froni isolated events. However, it can be argued that previous liglitning records [36,43,5 1, 1761 have proven useful in
revealing unusual forms of lightning behavior that ought to
be considered in designing lahoratory methods o r computer
simulations fur use in evaluating lightning rods.
ISSUES TO BE ADDRESSED

In concluding this discussion we draw attention to four
specific issues: ‘I) tlic zone o f protection, 2) uncontrollable
factors, 3) radiation hazards, aiid 4) damage and maintenance. For purposes of evaluating the relative performance
of ESE and conventional air terminals, the zone of protection is by far the most important. The second issue is connected with the first in the sense that thcrc may exist
uocontrollablc factors that affect the zone of protection offered by a terminal regardless of whether or not it is
cquipped with an ESE device.

Zone of Protection
The classical “coiie-of-protectioii” concept is often used to
specify tlie regiou of space that is “protected” by a lightning
conductor. This coiiccpt was first iutroduccd i n the nineteenth century and is based on rather simplistic electrostatic
field analysis using a rod-plane type geometry in which the
base o f the tliuudcrcloud is assumed to have a uniform charge
distrihution [15, 2611. More recently the “rolling sphere”
method has heen introduced [14, 16, 122, 178, 2.5811 to estimate protection zones. Although this inethod call be vicwcd
as an cxtcnsion uf the c[)nc-[,f-protectioiiconcept, it goes beyond this concept in providing identification of possible attachment points within tlie cone. The rolling sphere method
allows for possihlc lightning strikes to the side of tlie Knipire
State Building, whereas the cone-of-protection does not.
Despite their simplicity, these concepts can he used to
male first order estimates of protection zones arouiid a
lightning rod or an array of lightning rods [ U , 122, 178,
262-2641. However, we would judge that zone-of-protcction cstiiiiatcs tliat arc derived from electrostatic field calculations are easily misinterpreted and can lead to exaggerated
or unreaJistic claims about the protection capalilitics of air
terminals (regardless of whether or not they are equipped
with a n ESE device).
Recognizing tliat lightning is a stochastic proccss that exhibits a broad range of hchavior, it has been recoininended
that the simplistic zone-of-protection concept be replaced
with a more realistic statistical dcscriptiun in which, for example, the most prohahle (or maximum) striking distance is
displayed graphically as a function of leader or primary
stroke currcnt [22,239, 265, 2661. It has been noted that
striking distances for positive discharges will differ from
those for negative discharges, and that tlie knowledge about
positive striking distances is inadequate [13].
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ards to humans that the u s e of thcsc devices present [I 12,
129-132, 135, 2711. As noted above, radioactive air terniinals are banned i n some couutries, presumably because of
perceived health hazards. It has been noted that 241Am
sources used in lightning protection devices are not any
more hazardous than similar sources approved for use in
smoke detectors or static eliminators [104, 112, 1341. Ncvertheless, there are those who argue that the public may be
placed at risk from a proliferation of radioactive materials in
devices that can enter the enviromnent without adequate
contruls [112, 131, 2711.

Nevertheless, enough may uow be known about the hchavior of lightning and the lightning attachment proccss that
inore sophisticated and statistically meaningful statements
can be made about protection zones than are used presently
[68, 193, 258, 2671.
Recently developed models for calculating striking distances [73,111, 186,235,237,239-246,2681 could prove
useful, for example, i n determining tlie niaxinium distances
from a terminal at which leaders with particular cliaracteristics (length, charge distribution, and velocity) could enhance
the local electric-field strength enough to allow dcvclopmcnt of an upward streamer. Such calculations place an upper bound on the size of the protection zone for a terminal
with a given geometry (height) indcpendent of its ESE cliaractcristics 12691. Given knowledge (or assumptions) about
enhancement of streamer initiation probability at an ESE
terminal for a particular local field strength, it is conceivable
that reasonable quantitative estimates could bc made of the
incremental increase in liglitning attraction efficiency of ESE
terminals over conventional terminals. No evidence could
be found that this type of analysis has ever been attempted
for ESE terminals. Most of tlie theoretical work 011 striking
distance has been motivated hy the concerns of clcctric-power utilities about lightning strikes to power transmission systems [14,23,236,239-244,2691. Much of what
has been learned from tlie utility work can undoubtedly be
applied to an evaluation of air terminals.

Given that ESE devices likely have a structure and associated instrunientation that arc niorc complex than conventional air terminals, questions can be raised about tlicir
susceptibility to damage during a lightning strike. The electric current and energy deposited by a lightning stroke can be
sufficiently high to actually melt metallic structnres and destroy electronic components. Tliere arc numerous reports of
damage inflicted hy tlie primary lightning stroke to metal
parts on aircraft, etc. [211, 272-2761, The possibility of
damage means that a lightning protection device may require periodic inspection and/or niaintenance that is gcnerally not required for conventional terminals. Although this
problem is pointed out [105], there seems to he very little
discussion about it in the open literature.

Uncontrollable Factors

Conclusions

One of tlie most difficult prohlerns faced in the design of
air terminals is associated with assessing the influence of 1111controllal~lefactors. Included here are the effects of nearby
objects such as trees, builtlings, smoke stacks, etc. Such objects may not only he sources of corona and therefore spacc
charge [94, 2701; they may also significantly perturb the
electric field within the specified zone-of-protection. In additiun to nearby objects, the terrain itself can also be a factor
in deterinining realistic zones of protection. If the effective
zone of protection is extended througli the use of an ESE dcvice, then problems of assessing the influence of other objects and variations in terrain arc also extended.
Flying debris in the vicinity of an air terminal (dust,
leaves, sticks, paper, etc.) may also be of concern, particularly if it can somehow attach to the terminal. This conccrn is
justified because high winds often associated wit11 tliunderstorms stir up and elevate ground matter and because the
more complex geometries used in the construction of ESE
devices may offer greater opportunities for trapping ground
matter. The effect of flying dchris is an issue that s e e m to be
ignored in tlie literature. On the other hand, no evidence
could be found to suggest that this effect is responsible for
any failures of air terminals to attract lighttiing.

The possible coi~clusioiisthat can be drawn from an examination of tlie literature are discussed in this section. The
main conclusions of this report are briefly summarized in tlie
Summary of Conclusions.
Due to the paucity of reliable quantitative data from tests
of ESE air termiiials that can be found i n tlie peer-reviewed
literature, it is nearly impossible to make quantitatively
mcaningful statements on the relative pcrforinance uf ESE
devices and conventional Franklin rods. In fact, sufficient rcliable quantitative data on the pcrformancc of conventional
rods seen- not to exist. There is, for conventional terminals,
ongoing debate about the best geometry for optimal lightning attraction efficiency, for example.
Nearly all of the data found on ESE device performance
resulted either from tests performed by manufacturers of
lightning protection systems or by those directly or indirectly employed by such manufacturers. Altliougli criticism
is published by non-manufacturers about tlie performance of
ESE devices, especially radioactive air terminals, it is seldom
based on actual test data. Those on both sides of the issue itivoke lack of evidence in making their case abont the performance of ESE terminals. I’roponents of these devices claim
that a lack of credible statistical data on failure of ESE terminals proves their effectiveness, while critics of these tcrmiilals argue that a lack of evidence about tlic improved
perforiiiance of ESE terminals over conventional tcrtninals
proves their incffcctivcn
In citlicr case, one must beware

Radiation Hazards
In the case of ESE devices cnipluying radioactive materials, issues have bccn raised about tlie possible radiation IiazJanuaryiFebruary 2000 -Vol.
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of faulry logic, in as much as a lack of cvidciice never proves

lack (if something.
There arc reports of incidents where ESE devices failed to
provide the protectioii specified b y tlie manufacturer [ I h ,
126, 277, 27x1. Statistics on tlie failure of conveutional syst e m have also hccn documented [104]. Wheu examining reports of “failures,” one can always raise questious about
their cause, e.g., whether they are primarily a conseqociice
of exaggerated claims made by tlic manufacturer or a cousequencc of misuse (faulty installation) of tlie device. Reports
of isolated failures raise legitimate couccrus, hut are seldom
accoiiipanicd h y eiiough supporting data about the event to
enable a dctcrmination of why tlie failure occurrcd. Generally it is difficult tu draw significant conclusions from single events that cati he used to improve system desigu or
evaluate system perforniancc. There is no reason to believe
that an air terminal is 100% efficient in attracting lightiiing,
regardless of what kind of ESE device it uses, if auy. Considering the wide range of possible atmospheric conditions
and types of liglittiing behavior that have been recorded, it is
uot surprising tliat air teriniiials of all types will sornetimcs
fail [46,49,53 1. Tall structiircs arc reported to be struck occasionally by lightning at points far below die top, i.e., outside of the “protcction zone” 145, 52, 2791. Any claims o l
100%1efficieucy i n the performatice of a lightning attractor
should he viewed with sliepticism. In any case, tlie uicaning
of tlic term “efficiency,” wlieti specified for a n air terminal,
should be clearly defined and understood.
A rcasotiable physical basis fur tlie operation of a11 ESE
device appears to exist in the sense that there is good evidence from laboratory investigatioiis that the ps(hahi1ity of
iuitiatiug a streamer discharge from a11 electrode caii be illcreased significantly by irradiation or electrical triggering.
However, tlie precise amomit by which this enhancement in
streamer initiation improves tlie lightning attraction efficiency of an air terminal remains questionable. Thcrc is reasou to doubt tliat it significantly extends the maximum range
of protcctiou. A lightning stroke that would not liit a conventional terminal because of the fact tliat it does not enhancc the field at the terminal tip enough to allow streamer
iormatioti will also iiot likely liit a termiiial equipped with a11
ESE device. (The exception would be an ESE device tliat significantly iucreases tlie terminal potential during the approach of a lightning stroke.) In our view, the possible
advantage offered by an ESE device, if operated properly, is
that it helps to iusure that a streamer will be initiated if tlie
field produced hy tlie oucomiiig stroke a t tlie terniiiial bcconies sufficietitly great to allow streamer propagation.
When comparing ESE aiid cotiveiitioiial terminals, it is probably preferable to consider efficiency rather than zoiic of
protectioii as a measure of pcrforinance.
It is possible that tlie increase in liglitiiing attraction efficiency gained from usiug a n ESE device can also be achieved
by simply using a cotiventional termiual of greater height
[113j. There is no iudisputable evidence from the literature
that die range of protectioii offered h y a single ESE terminal
tlie
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cati be greater than or necessarily tlie same as tlie range psovided by two o r more conventional terminals of the same
height with overlapping zoues of protection. On the other
hand, an array of ESE terminals may provide better protectiou than a similar array of coiiveiitional devices. Altliougli
tlie precise amoutit by which the ESE device extends or iiiiproves the performance of a conveiitioiial terminal is geuerally not known or easily measured; there is no reason to
believe tliat an ESE array will have an iuferior performance.
We would argue that until issues concerning the relative performances of siugle ESE and coiivcntional terniiiials are settled incaningful statements caunot bc made about the
coinpnrative performances of arrays of these terminals.
111geiieral, it can bc presumed that ESE terminals perform
at least as well as conventional tcrmiuals with tlie same geometrical configuration provided, of course, that they are
properly designed to avoid significant coroua formation
during a thunderstorm. In tlie event that an ESE device fails
or hccoines inoperative for some reason, the ESE terminal
sliould revert in its characteristics aiid performance to that of
a conventional tcruiiual with tlic same height, geometrical
configuration, and conuectiou to ground.
Much has been learned about the operation of ESE tcrmiiials from laboratory-scale tests to suggest that ESE devices
do indeed etihaiice streamer cmissiou compared to convcntional terminals. However, these results have uot been, and
probably cannot be, used to make quantitative dctcrminations of the relative cfficieiicies of these terminals for atmospheric conditions utider a thundcrstorm. At tlie present
time, tlie results from a limited tiimiber of field tests with
uatural lightning are inconclusive with respect to providing
estimates of relative efficiencies. It is iiot clear that enough
data call ever be acquired from such tests to draw quaiititativc couclusions about attraction efficieucy. Tests in the iiatural environment appear to be most useful in identifyiiig and
documenting conditions uuder which ais terminals fail.
Semi-cmpirical models have reccntly hcen developed to
calculate striking distances to lightning conductors. These
models show promise in providiug a method for making realistic estimates of maxiruum protectiou range for air terminals. ‘The maximum extent to which ESE devices enhatice
tlie attsactiou efficiency or increase tlie effective range of
protection of a termitial could conceivably bc iuvestigated
with these models.

Recommendations
Until recently, because there is not much that can be done
to improve tlie design of a conventional liglitning rod, tlicrc
was little motivation to perform complicated tests to evaloate tlic efficiency of these rods as liglimiiig attractors. It has
always been rccoguized that conventional rods soiiietinics
failed and that the rcasons for failure were usually attrihutable to tlic complex atid unpredictable uature of tlie lightning discharge. With the appearatice oti the market of
competing products (ESE devices that supposedly improve
the attractim cfficieticy of a rod) have come questions about
IEEE Electrical Insulation Magazine

how these new devices work and how they can he tested to
verify their performance. Lightning, in the meantime, remains as complicated as ever, and our understanding of
lightning seems to progress only very slowly. Given this situation, it is not clear that we can find quantitatively acceptable answers to questions about the performance of
lightning protection systems any time soon.
Considering the difficulty of the task, we offer the following recommendations for future work without being specific
about realistic timetables and expectations:
1. Give priority to developing 11cw methods for calculating or otherwise determining striking distances and related
zones of protectioii that are more meauingful from a statistical point of view.
2. Continue and extend laboratory tests to investigate the
effects of relevant parainctcrs such as polarity, space charge,
wind, and humidity OD the streamer initiation probabilities
and propagation from ESE and coiiventioual terminals.
3 . Continue observations of natural lightning in and
around test sites setup with different air terminals in various
locations where the frequency of lightning is knowu to be
high.
4. Compile atid analyze existing and newly acquired statistical data on tlie behavior of lightning from different locations and different sources in a central location.
T o enhance credibility, more of the testing and data evaluation should be pcrforined by individuals or organizations
not identified with manufacturers of lightning protection
systems.

Summary of Conclusions
The main conclusions of this report can he summarized in
tlie following statements:
1. Lightning is a complex, chaotic phenomenon that exhibits a broad range of behavior and characteristics that arc
unpredictable. Any theory or assessment of lightniug protcction devices must take this fact into account.
2. A plausible physical basis exists for ESE devices, in the
scnsc that they can enhance the probability for initiating an
upward propagating streamer, which is directed at an 011coining lightning stroke, from an air terminal.
3. Insufficient iiiformation could be found ahout both
ESE and conventional air terminals to allow a ineaningful
comparison of their relative performance i n a natnral clivironment.
In conclusion, it could be said that there is yet more to bc
learned about lightning and about how lightniug protection
devices work or do not work. The road to better lightning
protection is obviously strewn with controversy and it
would appear that the path to resolution requires more enlightenment and less thunder.
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Correction
The term “LC Shield,” wed i n the NovemberiDecember
19YY feature, “Technical Advances in the Undergroutid Medium-Voltagc Cable Specification of the Largest Invcstor-Owned Utilities in the US.,”
is a registered trademark
owned by the Pirelli Cable Co. In the nse of the term in the
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section on Metallic Shielding and the section on Protective
Jackets, thcre should have been a trademark symbol (0)
following the term whenever it occurrcd with a footnote indicating that it is a l’irelli trade mark. The editors regret that
this omission occurred.
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